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Height 6'4"

Waist 32"

Hair Dark Brown

Eyes Green
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Dominic needs little introduction, having hosted most of NZ’s
highest-rating reality TV shows throughout his 20+ year career.
His countless episodes of live television (in New Zealand and the
US) have engaged and entertained audiences of every
demographic around the world.
He is also a master MC, who has fronted numerous events, as
well as a voice artist and digital content creator.
Dom started his epic broadcasting career in 1999, hosting
children’s television, before moving into presenting
magazine-style music show Space, where he started his long
career of interviewing international superstars, such as Pink,
Coldplay, John Mayer; and spent time touring the country with
Robbie Williams filming a TV special. This was followed by his first
major television role, hosting NZ Idol in 2004.
Since then, Dom has hosted a plethora of TV and radio shows, not
only in NZ, including X-Factor, Dancing with the Stars NZ, and
numerous quiz shows – but also Australia and the USA
(co-hosting the DWTS USA all-access/behind-the-scenes show;
and The Next Greatest American Band)â€¦and interviewed
virtually every A-List movie star on the planet. He has reported for
Sky Movies and SoHo, E! in NZ, Australia and E! digital in the USA;
ABC Online, CNN.
As an MC, it is not an understatement to say that Dom has hosted
literally hundreds of live events over his career; including awards
shows, charity events, gala dinners and prize-givings, as well as a
black-tie event for 10,000 people. But he’s just as at home hosting
intimate cocktail affairs.
While live TV and events will always hold a place in Dom’s heart,
over the past few years, he has deeply immersed himself in his
passion for working with start-ups and entrepreneurs, supporting
new endeavours and connecting them with investors who can

turn their dreams into reality.
He is an ardent supporter of ventures focused on sustainability
and conscious consumption, particularly those with a focus on
innovation and technological advances; renewable resources and
environmental preservation; or products and services that
encourage community engagement, collaboration and
connection.
Well-versed in digital content creation, Dom has undertaken
social media campaigns for both global and local brands,
including Samsung, Mazda, Spring Spa, Edison Clinic, DarkHorse
and Moet.
Additionally, Dom is a very experienced in voice artist and can
present with a neutral, Australian or American accent.
Cementing his reputation as a true renaissance man - Dom is a
qualified marriage celebrant, who has officiated at a number of
weddings for his friends and family.
On his down-time, you’ll find Dom with his family and friends;
traveling to far-flung destinations; or focusing on his fitness and
wellbeing, incorporating breathwork and holistic therapies.

